8 Cauac, 2 Xul, 10 Caban
Selamat Balik! We come now to explain a number of events that are happening across
your globe. The dark remains in retreat. Its secret officers are ready to surrender when so
called on. Our various liaisons are concluding a series of private discussions with the
diverse leadership of our earthly allies. These talks have set up a number of recent dates
for concluding all the pre-landing events that are to be announced by new governance.
The talks also set the date for the end to the UFO cover up and when we can formally
broadcast our schedule to surface humanity. We are most anxious to conclude all that
needs to be done before we can meet you. Our mentors are ready to begin a special
interaction with each of you but this first requires that we give a few talks about what this
mentorship is all about. Moreover, we need to briefly outline your history and how you fell
into limited consciousness. We are your family and dearly wish to begin a way to return
you to your former state of consciousness. In addition, we have technologies that can
help you in this transition to a full consciousness lifestyle.
Full consciousness will open up a greatly enlarged reality—a reality you will easily be able
to hear, smell, taste and sense. This reality includes not only your normal 3D scope but a
number of other dimensions as well. This increased set of possibilities opens up a world
that you cannot yet fully imagine! Our mentors' prime task is to prepare you for what is to
come. This will include a large number of "hands-on" sessions where you can temporarily
experience what is to come. Further, we intend to help this process when you tour our
many motherships. We have educational tools on-board that can aid in your experiences
of what you are to be. As part of this grand set of procedures, we will introduce you to
your Inner Earth cousins, the Agarthans. The time approaches for the end to this great
secret that the dark has long hidden from you. All planets and stars are hollow. Beneath
the surface of Gaia is another world that has always been within the realm of full
consciousness. This 5D reality is in fact larger than you can imagine.
This is why Gaia is to expand when
your planet reunites as a full 5D
reality. This expanded realm will
also see the return of two moons
that are three-fourths the size of
your present "Moon." Each will orbit
approximately 180 degrees apart
from each other. Moving your
present satellite will be
accompanied by a series of talks

by us that will explain the true ancient history of your world. In this Light, you can better
understand the convoluted mishmash that is your present set of philosophical beliefs.
This is something that you need not treat as sacred, but realize it was simply a means
used by your former Anunnaki masters both to deceive and manipulate you. This will be
replaced by truth and a sense of what is really divine. Your Ascended Masters will give
you an even deeper understanding of what it means to be both immortal and fully
conscious Beings of Light. These facts will form a foundation that you can use to gain a
sense of who you really are!
True identity is quite empowering, and it can provide a glimpse into what Heaven really is,
and the divine relationship between the physical and spiritual realms. This sacred
interaction is the prime mover for all of our social actions. You are to enter a realm filled
with truth, ritual and special actions. We are both individuals and a collective. You will
learn exactly how all things are one, and about the glories that transcend all realities. You
will be able at all times to confer with your spiritual and physical guides. This is something
that we hold sacred. You are to learn of this and discover how you can best interact. You
each have a truly unique set of spiritual and physical relationships. These form the basis
of our daily interactions within our galactic societies. Your mentor is to give you a slight
"taste" of this, and realizes the need to prepare you for the beginnings of your new life as
a successful galactic Being.

Namaste! We are your
Ascended Masters! We come to
you bearing most blessed news!
You are very close to the
changes that are finally to set you
free. Our associates and those
who help them to create the new
financial system reached a
fundamental series of
agreements. These blessed ones
set the final dates for your sacred blessings to manifest. In addition, the scenario that will
allow new governance to appear was also agreed upon. Consequently, you are now in
the final period before the end of this most dark and difficult reality. The change in
currencies, as well as the arrests that will occur, are to portend the rise of the Light and
the transition to a higher state of consciousness. We are most joyous and presently ready
ourselves for the public lessons that we need to give. There is much knowledge and
wisdom that you can use to transition to this new reality. Our grand blessings go out to
you!

As you receive, be ever aware of why this is happening. The dark cabal is losing its
wealth while you are gaining yours. Divine purpose is in play. Hence, use these funds
wisely and permit your brethren to enjoy the fruits of this new prosperity. Realize that a
new reality is dawning and reflect on your new fortunes. Be ready, when required, to
explain why new governance emerged. This will drastically change your lives on this
world and is all part of the decrees in action issued in pure Love from the highest regions
of Creation. You will receive messages not only from space families and us but also from
your spiritual families. Your isolation is to end formally and be replaced with a great
reunion of all that encompasses humanity in this galaxy.
We come as representatives of Spirit and express the Light and the Light that constantly
abounds from on high! We wish to explain the grand responsibilities that will emerge from
this great reunion. The living soul that is Gaia dearly wishes to return to her former glories
and knows what your future tasks are to be. She is proud of all of you and wants to do her
part in being the base for your most heroic and grand galactic societies. Much is to
happen after you create this new star nation. Heaven decrees many things to us about
those responsibilities we will take on as a collective. Indeed, the entire family of humanity
expects great deeds from us! We are to bring joy and use these deeds to further the
unfolding of Creation in all of physicality. We say this and shout Hosannas to the Lord
Creator of us all!
Today, we carried on with our messages. As you can see, we are very close to what we
all desire. The time comes for all to accept this new reality in glee and to understand fully
what is expected of us. This great reunion approaches. Be ready to accept all that it
implies! Know, dear Ones, that the countless Supply and never-ending Prosperity of
Heaven are indeed Yours! So Be It! Selamat Gajun! Selamat Ja! (Sirian for Be One! and
Be in Joy!)
For more information on how our moons and entire solar system changes, check out
Sheldan's webinar archive: Resetting Our Solar System

